


We have posted a list on the QA SharePoint site of all QAPPs reported to AQS sorted by pollutant, EPA 
Region and by evaluation date.   We ask that any Regions that have not approved particular QAPPs within a 
5-year period work with their monitoring organizations to provide a schedule when the subject QAPP will 
be revised and submitted. We will update this information on SharePoint and be reviewing this list over the 
next year to see what improvements can be made prior to the next data certification deadline of May 1, 
2018.   In addition, we currently list a warning in the AMP600 data certification report when a monitoring 
organizations QAPP is between 5 and 10 years old.  For the 2018 data certifications (due May 1, 2019), we 
will change that warning to a red non-conformance flag so that any data certified with a QAPP greater than 
5 years old will automatically receive a AQS “N” flag.   This change will give all monitoring organization until 
the end of calendar year 2018 to ensure that all QAPPs have approval dates less than 5 years.   This 
procedure will be used for all criteria pollutants. 
 
If a monitoring organization resists making appropriate revisions to meet critical criteria, we suggest that 
EPA document the critical criteria that do not meet the validation template acceptance criteria in their 
approval letters and in the AQS QAPP database and only provide conditional approval for the QAPP (if the 
EPA Region feels like the QAPP is sufficient other than not meeting the critical criteria) due to non-
conformance to the critical criteria.  
 
In addition, we suggest you inform the monitoring organization that EPA reserves the right to not use the 
routine data for NAAQS design values that are represented by 1-point QC checks that exceed the 
acceptance criteria listed in the QA Handbook validation templates.  As described in 40 CFR Appendix A 
Section 1.2.3. 
 

“The EPA reserves the authority to use or not use monitoring data submitted by a monitoring 
organization when making regulatory decisions based on the EPA's assessment of the quality of 
the data. Consensus built validation templates or validation criteria already approved in QAPPs 
should be used as the basis for the weight of evidence approach”. 
 

The Handbook does provide for the use of compelling evidence to validate the routine data in the case 
of an exceedance of a QC check beyond the validation template acceptance criteria.  New flagging 
methods and the development of a new quarterly report will help identify these issues.  However, 
with the majority of monitoring organizations following the validation template criteria and meeting 
those acceptance criteria, we feel that for the consistency and comparability of data across the 
ambient air monitoring program, the acceptance criteria should be the same for all organizations and 
be reflected in the monitoring organizations QAPP.  
 
For technical questions, please contact Mike Papp at papp.michael@epa.gov or 919-541-2408. 
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